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OBJECTIVES: To evaluate the macular vascular flow in eyes with idiopathic macular pucker (EyeiMP), pre and post pars plana
vitrectomy with epiretinal and limiting membranes peeling, and to compare it with the vascular flow in the healthy fellow eyes
(Eyefellow), taken as physiological reference value.
METHODS: 40 eyes of 40 patients were recruited. Best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was evaluated. Spectral domain optical
coherence tomography (SD-OCT) and OCT-angiography parameters were central foveal thickness (CFT), choroidal thickness (CT),
foveal avascular zone (FAZ) area, vessel area density (VAD), vessel length fraction (VLF), vessel density index (VDI) of superficial
capillary plexus (SCP) and deep vascular complex (DVC), choriocapillaris (CC) flow. Absolute and relative difference calculation was
applied to evaluate macular vascular flow in EyeiMP adjusted for physiological changes detected in Eyefellow. Follow-up: 6 months.
RESULTS: BCVA improved (p= 0.003) in all cases following surgery. CFT reduced postoperatively (p= 0.0138). FAZ area was smaller
in EyeiMP than Eyefellow (p= 0.0071) preoperatively and postoperatively it shrank further (p= 0.0027). After surgery, inverse
correlation between FAZ area and BCVA was detected (r-0.683). VAD of SCP was pre- and post-operatively higher in EyeiMP than
Eyefellow (baseline p= 0.0344, 6th month p= 0.0466). Relative difference of VDI of SCP (p= 0.0096) and CC flow (p= 0.0013) at
6 months reduced. DVC flow changed significantly only in Eyefellow. CT increased post-operatively in both EyeiMP (p= 0.0345) and
Eyefellow (p= 0.00423), but relative difference did not change.
CONCLUSIONS: Vascular flow indices monitoring demonstrated significant changes in both eyes: EyeiMP and Eyefellow. Relative
difference of vascular flow provided objective estimate of changes due to iMP surgery taking into account physiological changes in
Eyefellow.
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INTRODUCTION
Surgical peeling of epiretinal membrane (ERM) and internal
limiting membrane (ILM) is the standard treatment for idiopathic
macular pucker (iMP) [1, 2]. Several studies have demonstrated the
effectiveness of surgery in functional recovery and morphological
restoration of the foveal profile; however, less is known about the
effects on retinal and choroidal circulation [3–16]. Optical
coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) has been used to
evaluate the retinal and choroidal vascular flow changes in eyes
affected by iMP before and after surgery showing conflicting
results [3–16]. Furthermore, the ocular vascular flow may be
affected by the patient’s general conditions. A realistic measure-
ment of vascular flow changes due to iMP should consider the
physiological fluctuations occurring regardless of iMP. To date,
there are no normative data for age, sex and race about flows and
density of capillaries in any of the instruments currently in use.
Therefore, we propose to use the healthy fellow eye as a reference
value of ‘relative flow’. The relative flow calculation, by correction
with fellow healthy eye parameters, eliminates the interindividual
variability of a possible age-matched group. Furthermore, choos-
ing the fellow eye as control would ensure that both eyes would

still be influenced by the effect of the same systemic conditions if
any present. Monitoring healthy fellow eye vascular flow offers an
estimate of physiological fluctuations and allows to have a more
objective estimation of the vascular flow changes related to iMP.
The vascular flow changes corrected for physiological values can
be estimated in two ways: the absolute and the relative difference.
Absolute difference gives you the real number difference of
vascular flow between the eye with iMP and the healthy fellow
eye: vascular flow index of eye with iMP—vascular flow index of
healthy fellow eye. Relative difference calculates the changes of
one value relatively to another reference value. Specifically, it
calculates the percentage change of ratio between the macular
vascular flow values of eye with iMP and of healthy fellow eye, in
order to determine how close they are, relative to the healthy
fellow eye vascular flow taken as physiological reference value. It
gives a direct insight into the true scale of difference between the
eye with iMP and healthy fellow eye: vascular flow of eye with iMP
—vascular flow of fellow eye/vascular flow of fellow eye × 100.
This approach allows to differentiate situations of equal absolute
difference but with different physiological reference value
(healthy fellow eye). In other words, a preoperative greater
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vascular flow value in eye with iMP or a postoperative increase of
vascular flow in eye with iMP must be analysed in the context of
the physiological reference value. If the physiological vascular flow
is low, the increase of vascular flow in iMP will be greater than in
the condition in which the physiological vascular flow is high. On
the other hand, if the physiological value was a constant, not
subject to interindividual variability, it would allow the same
quantitative change, therefore the relative difference would not
be more informative than the absolute one. An example of
calculation of absolute and relative difference is shown in Fig. 1a.
The Authors’ purpose of this study is to evaluate the macular

vascular flow variations in eyes affected by iMP pre and post pars

plana vitrectomy (PPV) and peeling of ERM and ILM, comparing
and correcting them with those of the healthy fellow eyes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All patients affected by iMP in one eye (EyeiMP) and healthy fellow eye
(Eyefellow), who underwent PPV combined to ERM and ILM peeling,
between March 2018 and March 2020, at the department of Ophthalmol-
ogy of University of Padova, Italy, were consecutively recruited. All research
and measurements adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki,
the project has been approved by our review board (SEV/376) and written
informed consent was obtained for each participant. The diagnosis of iMP
was based on the slit lamp biomicroscope according to grade 2 of Gass

Fig. 1 Example of calculation of absolute and relative difference. a Graph shows a calculation of the absolute and relative difference.
Healthy fellow eye (Eyefellow) has a flow of 7 units at baseline, 8 units at the first control, and 9 units at the last control. Eye with idiopathic
macular pucker (EyeiMP) has a flow of 4 units at baseline, 5 units at the first control, and 6 units at the last control. The absolute difference
(EyeiMP-Eyefellow) is constant, i.e., it is 3 units for each follow-up timepoints. The relative difference varies from 75% at baseline, 60% at the first
control and 50% at the last control. While the absolute difference is an algebraic subtraction between absolute values, the relative difference is
a percentage of change in EyeiMP to reference values given by the Eyefellow. b Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT). Left:
Automatic segmentation of the internal limiting membrane (ILM) and the retinal pigment epithelium/Bruch’s membrane (RPE/BM) for the
measurement of central foveal thickness (CFT), represented on the ETDRS grid. Right: manual segmentation of the outer choroidoscleral
boundary for the measurement of choroidal thickness (CT), represented on the ETDRS grid. c En-face OCTA. Foveal avascular zone (FAZ) area
of superficial capillary plexus (SCP), automatically calculated by the software Angioscan 8 OCT angiography (OCTA) on a macular 3 × 3mm
map. d B-scan OCTA. Top: Superficial capillary plexus (SCP), generated as a layer extending from the internal limiting membrane (ILM) to a
segmentation line located 12 μm above the inner plexiform layer/inner nuclear layer (IPL/INL) interface on a macular 3 × 3mm map. Bottom:
Deep vascular plexus (DVC), generated as a layer extending from 8 μm above the IPL/INL interface to a deeper line 12 μm above the outer
plexiform layer/outer nuclear layer (OPL/ONL) on a macular 3 × 3mm map, including the intermediate (ICP) and the deep capillary plexuses
(DCP). e En-face OCTA image of the choriocapillary (CC) layer. Isolation of the CC layer by the identification of a slab of 8 μm from 33 μm
posteriorly to the segmentation of the retinal pigment epithelium/Bruch’s membrane (RPE/BM) on a macular 3 × 3mm map. f OCTA image
after elaboration with FIJI software (imageJ version 1.52e extension, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA): automatic local
thresholding analysis performed with the Phansalkar method using a radius of 15 pixels available in the aforementioned version of the
software, according to Spaide’s method [21, 22]. Automatic distribution of the obtained data into 15 categories in a range from 1 to 100 pixels,
distributed on a logarithm graph number of areas vs. logarithm amplitude of areas of flow voids (FV). The resulting scatter chart can be
intersected by a trend line described by the mathematical relationship described by Spaide: log (number of areas)=m log (amplitude of
areas)+ b. The slope of regression line is represented by the absolute angular coefficient “m” value, that increases for larger choriocapillary
(CC) streams.
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classification [17] considering iMP the ERM, detectable as a distinct greyish
membrane on the inner surface associated or not to retinal folds, traction
lines, vascular tortuosity or dilation. The diagnosis was confirmed by
spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) RS 3000 Advance
(Nidek Gamagori, Japan) according to the criteria proposed by Govetto
et al. [18]. An important inclusion criterion was the pseudophakic status of
EyeiMP, to avoid that the status of the natural lens may have had any effect
on the level of visual acuity. To fulfill this criterion, the eye should have
undergone cataract surgery at least 6 months before the recruitment for
the study, so to reduce any possible influence of the surgery on the ocular
vascular flow. Exclusion criteria were poor eye fixation, nystagmus, central
serous chorioretinopathy, drusen, glaucoma or an intraocular pressure
(IOP) higher than 24mmHg, axial length (AL) longer than 26 millimeters
(mm) and cases of ERM secondary to other diseases (i.e., retinal and
choroidal inflammation, vascular occlusion, ocular trauma, diabetes
mellitus, retinal detachment, severe myopia, uveitis). The indication for
surgery was based on clinical presentation, best-corrected visual acuity
(BCVA) impairment and referred symptoms, like metamorphopsia, diplopia,
micropsia, macropsia and photophobia. Demographic parameters were
the following: age (years), gender (male, female), eye (right, left), AL (mm).
BCVA, reported in Snellen chart and converted in logarithm of minimum
angle of resolution (logMAR) for the statistical analysis, and IOP were
recorded at baseline, 1-, 3-, and 6 months post-op. Surgery was performed
by a single surgeon (RF) using a 27-gauge system (Constellation PC Vision
Enhancement System, Alcon).
All our patients followed a standard preoperative protocol between a

few days or weeks preceding surgery including blood tests (full blood
count, electrolytes, glucose, HbA1c, creatinine, coagulation screening (PT/
PTT), fibrinogen, thyroid function, blood group), electrocardiogram, and
chest X-ray if over 65 years of age or if smoking. An anaesthetic review
ensured an overall view of the patients’ state of health and indication of
suitability for surgery. A supra-aortic trunk color-doppler echo was not
routinely performed, unless risk factors for cerebrovascular diseases were
known or found, according to the Italian guidelines. Since this diagnostic
test is considered the first choice for the diagnosis of cerebrovascular
diseases, the presence of pathological alterations in the flow of the supra-
aortic trunks entailed the unsuitability for macular pucker surgery and the
surgery postponement up to the resolution of the vascular pathology.
Physiological fluctuations must be taken into consideration and relative

flow calculation by correction with fellow eye parameters is a fundamental
advancement when a method (OCT-angiography) aims to study vascular
modification of eye before and after surgery. Unfortunately, the study of
flows (density of capillaries) has no normative reference values for age or
sex or race in any of the instruments currently in use. Therefore, we
proposed the “relative flow” by using the flow parameters of the healthy
fellow eye as reference values. The relative flow calculation (by correction
with fellow healthy eye parameters) eliminates the need to compare
results with a normal age-matched group. This comparison approach
results more reliable by reducing interindividual variability, and it is the
method/approach described in many other published studies due to the
lack of normative data flow.

Spectral domain optical coherence tomographic (SD-OCT) and
OCT angiography (OCTA) study
SD-OCT and OCTA parameters were measured preoperatively and during
follow-up (at baseline, 1, 3, 6 months post-op) in EyeiMP and Eyefellow. SD-
OCT scans were collected by two operators (LT and IG) using SD-OCT RS
3000 Advance (Nidek Gamagori, Japan). The images were acquired in the
morning, between 10.00 and 12.00 o’clock. According to the protocol, a
linear macular scan, six radial scans and a macular map of 3 × 3mm
centered onto the fovea were collected.

SD-OCT parameters. Two SD-OCT parameters were measured: central
foveal thickness (CFT) and choroidal thickness (CT). CFT was automatically
measured as represented on the ETDRS grid in the central subfield macular
thickness (Fig. 1b left). CT was measured manually on each of the 6 radial
scans, between the line representing the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE,
the outermost hyper-reflective retinal layer) and the line representing the
outer choroidoscleral boundary (the outer hyper-reflective line of the
choroid). Average CT of subfoveal, nasal, temporal, superior, and inferior
sectors was calculated (Fig. 1b right). Postoperative incidence of cystoid
macular edema (CME) was evaluated.

OCTA parameters. The foveal avascular zone (FAZ) area of superficial
capillary plexus (SCP) was automatically calculated by the Nidek OCTA
software (Fig. 1c).

Study of retinal capillary plexi. The software Angioscan 8 OCTA was used
for the acquisition of OCTA image. The enface image of SCP is generated as
a layer extending from ILM to a segmentation line located 12 micrometers
(μm) above the inner plexiform layer/inner nuclear layer (IPL/INL) interface
(Fig. 1d). Deep vascular complex (DVC) extends from 8 μm above the IPL/
INL interface to a deeper line 12 μm above the outer plexiform layer/outer
nuclear layer (OPL/ONL), including intermediate capillary plexus (ICP) and
deep capillary plexus (DCP) (Fig. 1d). Poor-quality images were excluded
according to the automated image quality indicators generated by the
OCTA software, scan quality index (SQI) inferior to 2/5 and signal strength
index (SSI) inferior to 8/10. To quantify each bi-dimensional en-face image,
three quantitative parameters were analysed with FIJI software (imageJ
version 1.52e extension, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland,
USA): vessel area density (VAD), vessel length fraction (VLF) and vessel
density index (VDI) [19, 20]. With imageJ, the enface OCTA images were
converted into a binarized image: VAD (the total image area occupied by
the vessels) was calculated by dividing the number of black pixels counted
by the software in the binarized image by the total number of image pixels
(868 × 868= 753,424). From the binarized image was then automatically
iteratively deleted the outer boundary until a single pixel for each vessel
segment remained, obtaining a skeletonized image. VLF (which represents
the length of all the vessels) was calculated dividing the number of black
pixels in the skeletonized image by the total number of image pixels. Both
the binarized and the skeletonized images were processed to calculate the
average vessel caliber, obtaining the VDI parameter [19, 20].

Study of choriocapillaris (CC) flow. From the same OCTA scan, through
manual segmentation, choriocapillary (CC) layer was isolated, by the
identification of a slab of 8 μm from 33 μm posteriorly to the segmentation
of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)—Bruch’s membrane complex
(Fig. 1e). With FIJI software an automatic local thresholding analysis was
performed with the Phansalkar method, using a radius of 15 pixels
available in the aforementioned version of the software, according to
Spaide’s method [21, 22]. The obtained data were automatically distributed
into 15 categories in a range from 1 to 100 pixels and, once imported into
an Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft Office; Microsoft Inc, Redmond, Washing-
ton, USA), distributed on a logarithm graph number of areas vs. logarithm
amplitude of areas. The resulting scatter chart can be intersected by a
trend line described by the mathematical relationship described by Spaide
[21, 22]: log (number of areas)=m log (amplitude of areas)+ b. This
relationship provided us an objective proxy of blood flow value, the
absolute angular coefficient value “m” that could be compared between
different images of the same subject. This value increases for larger CC flow
streams (Fig. 1f).

Analysis data and statistical methods
Sample size. The principal hypothesis of the study was the evaluation of
vascular flow changes after 6 months of surgery. Paired t test was used to
statistically evaluate the changes of absolute difference between iMP and
fellow eyes measures as well as their relative difference defined as the ratio
of absolute difference over the measure on fellow eye. For a two-sided test
with 95% confidence level (type I error alpha= 0.0.5) and a power 1-
beta= 0.80, a sample size of at least 34 patients was necessary to evaluate
a medium effect size of ES= 0.50. Sample size was determined by the
software G*power 3.1.

Statistics. Study parameters were summarized according to usual
methods of descriptive statistics: absolute and relative (percentage)
frequencies for qualitative variables (gender, eye) and mean, standard
deviation, range for quantitative variables (age, BCVA, AL, IOP, vascular
flow indices). Changes over time of vascular flow indices in EyeiMP and
Eyefellow were analysed. The absolute and relative difference of vascular
flow indices were calculated. Normal distribution of parameters was
verified by Shapiro–Wilk’s test. Changes over time of quantitative variables
were tested by means of paired t test when normal distribution was
assumed, otherwise Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used. All analyses were
performed using SAS® 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and test results
were interpreted as statistically significant if p < 0.05.
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RESULTS
Participants
Forty eyes of 40 consecutive patients affected by iMP who
underwent surgery were collected. Table 1a shows the demo-
graphic and preoperative data of patients. After surgery, in EyeiMP
BCVA improved significantly from baseline to each time point of
follow-up (p= 0.003). IOP did not change significantly in the
postoperative period (Table 1b).

SD-OCT parameters
CFT reduced significantly in EyeiMP from baseline (432.8 ± 80 μm)
to each timepoint of follow-up up to 6 months postop months
(359.1 ± 48.3 μm) (p= 0.0138) (Fig. 2a). No statistical difference of
CT was preoperatively detected between EyeiMP and Eyefellow.
After surgery, significant increase of CT was detected in both
EyeiMP and Eyefellow, respectively from 198.39 ± 57.8 μm at baseline
to 213.45 ± 48.3 μm at 6 months postop (p= 0.0345) in EyeiMP and
from 214.72 ± 47.5 μm at baseline to 233.02 ± 52.3 μm at 6 months
postop in Eyefellow (p= 0.00423). Absolute and relative difference
of CT did not change significantly during the follow-up (Fig. 2b).
No cases of postoperative CME were detected.

OCTA parameters
Preoperatively FAZ area was significantly smaller in EyeiMP than
Eyefellow, 0.11 ± 0.1 mm2 in EyeiMP and 0.24 ± 0.13 mm2 in Eyefellow
(p= 0.0071). After surgery, FAZ area of EyeiMP shrank further, with
significant reduction at 6 months postop (p= 0.0027) (Fig. 2c). A
postoperative inverse correlation between FAZ area and BCVA was
detected (r-0.683). The comparison of vascular flow indices of SCP
between EyeiMP and Eyefellow showed that VAD of SCP was
preoperatively higher in EyeiMP (p= 0.0344). After surgery, VAD in
EyeiMP was significantly higher at 1 (p= 0.0123) and 6 months
(p= 0.0466), VLF and VDI were significantly higher at 1 month
postop, respectively p= 0.0196 and p= 0.0171, compared to
Eyefellow. A significant increase of VDI from baseline to 1 month
postop in EyeiMP (p= 0.0045), and from baseline to 3 (p= 0.0061)
and 6 months postop (p= 0.018) in Eyefellow were detected. No
significant changes of absolute difference of VAD, VLF and VDI
from baseline to each timepoints of follow-up were detected.
Relative difference of VDI decreased significantly at 6 months,
(p= 0.0096) (Fig. 3). No statistical differences of pre- and
postoperative vascular flow indices of DVC were detected

between EyeiMP and Eyefellow. The vascular flow indices of DVC
in EyeiMP did not change significantly from baseline to each
timepoint of follow-up. On the contrary significant changes of
VAD and VLF of DVC in Eyefellow were detected, respectively from
baseline to 3 (p= 0.0205) and 6 months postop (p= 0.001) for
VAD and from baseline to 1 (p= 0.0116) and 3 months postop
(p= 0.03) for VLF (Fig. 4). Absolute difference showed a significant
postoperative change at 6 months for VAD (p= 0.001). No relative
difference changes were detected during the follow-up. CC flow
did not differ preoperatively between EyeiMP and Eyefellow. In the
postop follow-up a significant lower CC flow was detected in
Eyefellow compared to EyeiMP at 3 months (p= 0.0481). CC flow of
EyeiMP significantly reduced from baseline to each timepoints of
follow-up, from −0.68 ± 0.11 at baseline to −0.52 ± 0.13 at
6 months postop (p= 0.0013). The absolute difference did not
change significantly during the follow-up. A significant change of
relative difference from baseline to 6 months postop was
highlighted (p= 0.04) (Fig. 2d).

DISCUSSION
In our cases series, eyes with iMP were associated with a higher
CFT and a contracted FAZ area compared to healthy fellow eyes.
All patients presented a visual impairment associated with
metamorphopsia. PPV with ERM and ILM peeling was effective,
BCVA improved in all patients and CFT reduced significantly.
These data confirm the results reported by many authors.
However, after surgery a further reduction of FAZ area was
detected. Although there is a common agreement about a
reduction of FAZ area in EyeiMP due to the centripetal contraction
caused by iMP [3–9], the previous published results about the
effects of surgery on FAZ area are conflicting. Some authors
registered its enlargement after ERM and ILM peeling [3, 4, 8–10].
Of these, some assumed that FAZ area enlargement is a positive
recovery sign, by interpreting it as a natural response to a release
of mechanical centripetal traction of ERM; others, assumed that
FAZ area enlargement is expression of a damage to Müller cells
and subsequently to perifoveal capillary plexi [8–10]. Opposite
results were reported by Kumagai et al. who noticed a post-
operative contraction of FAZ area with a centripetal displacement
of the capillaries towards the optic nerve head, suggesting that
ILM could stretch the retina centrifugally or that peeling could

Table 1. a Demographic and clinical data of patients affected by idiopathic macular pucker (EyeiMP) with healthy fellow eye (Eyefellow). b Intraocular
pressure and best-corrected visual acuity changes in EyeiMP at baseline and during follow-up.

a

Age (years) Mean ± (range) 69 ± 7.57 (49–87)

Gender male/female Number (%) 22/18 (55/45)

EyeiMP right/left Number (%) 28/12 (70/30)

Axial length (mm)

EyeiMP Mean ± (range) 22.87 ± 1.45 (21–25)

Eyefellow 23.01 ± 1.11 (21–25)

b

Time points of follow-up Intraocular pressure (mmHg) Best-corrected visual acuity (logarithm
of minimum angle of resolution)

Mean ± (range) p Mean ± (range) p

Baseline 15.8 ± 3.19 (10–22) – 0.4 ± 0.2 (1.0–0.3) –

1 Month 16.3 ± 4.6 (11–22) 0.0765 0.2 ± 0.2 (0.6–0) 0.003*

3 Months 15.2 ± 2.60 (10–21) 0.0945 0.1 ± 0.2 (0.5–0) 0.006*

6 Months 15.7 ± 3.60 (11–20) 0.1584 0.1 ± 0.25 (0.5–0) 0.003*

*p < 0.05 comparison between baseline and postoperative timepoints values.
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choriocapillaris (CC) flow in eyes with idiopathic macular pucker (EyeiMP) and in healthy fellow eyes (Eyefellow) during the follow-up, absolute
and relative difference.
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displace the retina by causing structural changes on Müller cells
[9]. Kim et al. reported a reduction of FAZ area associated with
worse postoperative BCVA [8]. In the current study, FAZ area of
EyeiMP was smaller than Eyefellow and it further shrank post-
operatively. Although BCVA improved significantly at the end of
follow-up, an inverse correlation between FAZ area and BCVA was
demonstrated: in other words, the more the FAZ area shrank, the
worse was the BCVA. We hypothesize that ILM peeling may induce
a retinal displacement and consequent contraction of FAZ. This
could be the cause of metamorphopsia and diplopia, sometimes
postoperatively referred by patients and often underestimated in
face of an improvement of BCVA and a tomographically re-
establishment of the normal foveal profile. Regarding the retinal
vascular plexi, the traction induced by ERM may cause a distortion
of retinal vessels causing an imbalanced distribution of vessel
density [8, 10–16, 20–25]. In the current study, the vascular flow
indices of SCP show a not-unique trend, on the contrary no
changes of vascular flow indices of DVC were demonstrated
before and after surgery, leading to hypothesize that DVC was not
involved by iMP. In SCP, VAD was higher in EyeiMP than Eyefellow
before and after surgery. VAD is expression of the percentage of
area occupied by vessels on OCTA images. Thus, a higher
preoperative VAD in EyeiMP may have been induced by centripetal
tractions of iMP with vessels displacement toward the macula, and
the detected high VAD postoperatively, may be the result of
centripetal displacement of the retina induced by peeling. This
finding is supported by the detection of shrank FAZ area
previously described. No preoperative statistical difference of
VDI and VLF of SCP between EyeiMP and Eyefellow was

demonstrated, leading to the deduction that iMP did not affect
these indices. VLF did not change after surgery, on the contrary
VDI changed in both EyeiMP and the Eyefellow. Although the
absolute difference of VDI did not change significantly, the relative
difference at 6 months was significantly reduced compared to the
baseline, which means that VDI in EyeiMP increased postopera-
tively reaching values similar to Eyefellow, i.e., it normalized. Only
the calculation of the relative difference made it possible to
highlight the significant change of VDI, which would not have
emerged from the evaluation of the absolute values of VDI.
Although no significant changes of vascular flow indices of DVC
were demonstrated before and after surgery, it can be noted that
preoperatively the VAD is lower and the VDI higher in EyeiMP than
in Eyefellow. The Authors interpret these data by hypothesizing that
a lower VAD is the consequence of the tractions induced by the
ERM inducing a retinal stress, specifically on the Muller cells; the
higher VDI can be an expression of a vascular dilation secondary
to an inflammatory process induced by the suffering of the retinal
tissue. Observing the postoperative trend of VAD and VDI of
EyeIMP, there is an improvement trend of these vascular indices
which tend to get close to those of Eyefellow. This trend could
mean that surgical treatment leads to an improvement in the
vascular flow of DVC (Fig. 4).
CC flow in EyeiMP varied significantly from baseline to post-

operative time, while Eyefellow flow did not show significant changes.
At baseline CC flow in EyeiMP was higher than in Eyefellow, in the
postop follow-up it decreased, confirmed by the analysis of the
changes of relative difference (Fig. 2d). This means that CC flow in
EyeiMP tends to reach values like those of the Eyefellow, i.e., it tends to
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normalize. An increase of CC flow may be secondary to inflammatory
process induced by iMP. CC flow is one of the highest of any vascular
bed of the human body and that it largely lacks autoregulation
[3, 17]. CC flow is, per unit mass, three to four times higher than that
in the kidney [19]. The most important function of the CC is to sustain
adequate bidirectional mass exchange to deliver the metabolites
sustaining the photoreceptors and to remove waste from the outer
retina. Thus, the increased flow could be the consequence of a
greater load of disposal of catabolic substances and of a greater
intake of chemical mediators of inflammation. Removal of ERM
results in a reduction of this inflammatory process with a normal-
ization of the CC flow. The analysis of postoperative changes of CT in
both EyeiMP and Eyefellow showed a significant increase up to
6 months. On the contrary, the analysis of relative difference changes
did not show significant results, in contrast with the previous studies
that reported a decrease of CT postoperatively [12, 13, 15, 16].
However, the results analysed in previously published paper were
based exclusively on the comparison of absolute values of CT
between EyeiMP and Eyefellow or control eyes, i.e., they did not
consider the physiological changes of vascular flow in each patient.
In our study changes of CT were detected also during the monitoring
of Eyefellow. Furthermore, the analysis of relative difference of CT
demonstrated that there were no significant changes during the
chosen follow-up.
Monitoring the FAZ area, CFT and VAD of SCP provided valuable

information about the effective postoperative release of tractions and
the retinal detente following ERM removal. The restoration of VDI of
SCP and CC flow in EyeiMP at values like Eyefellow prove the beneficial

effects of the iMP surgery. The SCP is the plexus directly involved by
the iMP and a postoperative restoration of the vessels’ diameter at
values similar to Eyefellow is an expression of an improvement in
vascular flow. Regarding the CC, the flow reduction can be
interpreted as a reduction in the inflammatory process due to iMP.
The evaluation of the SD-OCT and OCTA parameters in both eyes of
patients affected by macular pucker in one eye and with the healthy
fellow eye allowed to demonstrate that the changes of macular
vascular flow in EyeiMP are not sufficient to estimate how much
surgery can affect the retinal and choroidal vascular flow. The relative
difference showed a reduction in the VDI at 6 postoperative months
which would not have emerged from the analysis of the absolute
values which showed significant variations in the Eyefellow but not in
the EyeiMP. The significant postoperative increase in CT in EyeiMP,
highlighted by the analysis of the absolute values, is denied by the
relative difference calculation which considered the significant
changes of CT that also occurred in the Eyefellow. Finally, where the
vascular flow did not change in Eyefellow, i.e., in CC, the relative
difference confirmed a significant change of CC flow in EyeiMP

detected also by the analysis of the absolute values. The relative
difference allows to have an objective estimate of the macular
vascular flow due to a disorder or to a surgical treatment, corrected
for the physiological changes of vascular flow occurring indepen-
dently of the disorder itself, in both eyes.

Study limitations
The limitations of the study are related to the challenging
proposal itself and therefore to the measurement of the
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physiological retinal vascular flow and to its variations secondary
to the pathology. The study calculation had to consider various
factors and use a rigorous statistical method to evaluate the
vascular flow. Another limitation of the study is the lack of the
supra-aortic trunks color-doppler to confirm normal blood flow to
both eyes from the inner carotid artery. Our study was not
delivered in the settings of a clinical trial, therefore only patients
with specific cardiovascular risks were undergoing a color-doppler
following anaesthetic review. Nevertheless, all our patients
followed a systemic standard preoperative protocol to be able
to identify possible patients at risk.
The limited number of patients recruited is due to the strict

inclusion criteria such as the healthy contralateral eye and
relatively recent pseudophakia in the eye with iMP. A larger study
is needed to confirm the authors’ hypotheses regarding the
vascular flow changes detected. However, the aim of the study is
to propose a new methodology to estimate the macular vascular
flow that is accurate and precise.

CONCLUSIONS
Providing the relative difference calculation within the OCTA
software would make its use more immediate and available to
ophthalmologists less exposed to this specific field. The integra-
tion would improve its performance and would be immediately
available with no need of complex calculations once the scans of
both eyes have been acquired by the machine. The new software
may allow automatically quantification of the vascular flow and
when applied on a large scale, it may allow normalized data by
age and sex. Furthermore, this methodology could be easily
analysed and adopted as a new automated tool by an artificial
intelligence algorithm possibly unveiling entirely new biomarkers
useful in the diagnosis and treatment of retinal diseases.

SUMMARY

What was known before

● OCTA has been used to evaluate the retinal and choroidal
vascular flow changes in eyes affected by iMP before and after
surgery showing conflicting results.

What this study adds

● The vascular flow indices monitoring demonstrated significant
changes in both eyes: EyeiMP and the fellow Eye (Eyefellow).

● Relative difference of vascular flow provided objective
estimate of changes due to iMP surgery considering
physiological changes in Eyefellow.

DATA AVAILABILITY
Data are available upon request and are with the first author.
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